OxStake.com
“THE ONLY DIFFERENCE IS THAT WE ARE DIFFERENT”
-OxStake.

Earn up to 20% Daily on your Staked Cryptos.
https://Oxstake.com/

Oxstake is a cross-chain-oriented high-yield farming program that works on fast and low-cost
blockchains like Avalanche, Fantom, Polygon...etc. It is now available on Fantom and will soon be
deployed on other chains. Fantom users can stake FTM to earn passive income paid in Fantom native
FTM tokens.
“Opportunities always come with challenges, with all our knowledge and experience, we
hope to bring Oxstake investors the safest and most fair environment...”
Oxstake offers special incentives for long-term investors who want to accompany the project with the most
optimal profit through each stage, this makes us different from other protocols.

FEATURES
Earnings every moment: withdraw any time (if you use capitalization of interest you can withdraw
only after end of your deposit)
Immutable Smart Contract : offers total security and peace of mind for investors (meaning code
cannot be changed nor withdraw balance).
Fixed and sustainable daily interest rates for project’s longevity

Basic interest rate: +0.5% every 24 hours (~0.025% hourly) — only for new deposits
Minimum deposit: 10 FTM, no maximum limit
Total income: based on your tariff plan (from 8% to 10% daily) + Basic interest rate.
A deposit fee of 5% will be charged for each deposit and a 7% insurance fee for each withdrawal
transaction, this will help to ensure longevity of the contract

Other Amazing features:


Active Community



Passive Income



0.025% Hourly Hodl Bonus



Referral rewards



High and Stable Roi



Creators Contest



Random drops and Competitions.

Investment Plans

🌕 We develop a variety of plans to suit users such as:
Plan Type unlocked plans: Withdraw profit any time
💪STANDARD (14days): get up to 10% daily and 140% profit in total.
🙌CLASSIC (21days): get up to 9% daily and 189% profit in total.
👷PREMIUM (28days): get up to 8.5% daily and 238% profit in total.
“The initial reward percent increases every day by 0.5% For example: on SAVINGS plan on day 20 of

the project, the reward percent will already be equal to 20% per day (20 * 0.5+ 10)”
Plan Type locked plans: Withdraw profit end of plan + use capitalization of interest
👏GOLD (14days): get up to 10% daily and 279.70% profit in total.

✊DIAMOND (21days): get up to 9% daily and 510.90% profit in total.
💥EMERALD (28days): get up to 8.5% daily and 881.80% profit in total.
This plan type uses capitalization of interest (daily compounding) to calculate the percentage of profit.
example: on day one you get + 10% for the amount of 1 FTM = 1.10 FTM. On the second day, you will
already receive =21% on the amount from the previous day 1.10 * 21% = 0.231 FTM. The next day,
33.1% on the amount of the day passed, and so on.

Referral Program

Being trusted and supported by users is an integral part of the project’s success. We will have a
reward policy for those who contribute to the spread of our project, this is the team’s gratitude
to them for the purpose of recognizing those contributions.
7% from level 1 referral
3% from level 2 referral
1% from level 3 referral

Condition:
You must have an active investment to receive earnings.
You need to use your referral link to record the people you refer. This can also be done by adding
referrers address.

Security & Audit
OxStake contracts have been independently audited by Solidproof. Please DYOR check the audit
report on the website.
Our verified smart contract has no owner control and is 100% immutable, which means it cannot be
changed once it has been deployed to the blockchain. This is what guarantees total security and
peace of mind for our investors.

“An immutable smart contract that provides total security and peace of mind for investors”
Daily rewards are aggregated and updated automatically, and there is no additional action from the
user until the end of the deposit period.

How to Join OxStake
First, you’ll need to download and install MetaMask extension on your browser.
You’ll have to add and set up the FANTOM(FTM) network on
it.
Send $FTM to your wallet address. Have to make sure you are sending through the
Fantom(FTM) network. Some exchanges don’t actually send FTM through the network so be
careful!
Gate.io, Huobi, Binance are good.
Coinbase users — You’ll have to create an account on KuCoin. Buy XLM on coinbase to send
over to your KuCoin account. Sell XLM for USDT then USDT for FTM. Afterwards, you can
send it to your metamask on the Fantom network

Starting to invest in OxStake is simple and straightforward.
Visit website and complete the following:
Connect your metamask to the site. Decide which plan you’d like to invest in, depending on
your risk level. Longer plans offer risk-adjusted returns, meaning investors with higher risktolerance will earn a better yield.

Enter your desired amount under “Deposit Amount” and the profit calculator will let you
know how much you’ll receive at the end of the period.
Finally, when the funds are ready, click “invest” to begin the deposit process. You need to set
the gas fee priority to “high” on metamask for a quick response.
Now you are a proud OxStaker investor. Welcome to the family!

OxStake Social channels
Official Contract Address:
https://ftmscan.com/address/0x31693df647cb3a7f729ed48372d4c4674ea2c4fe
Join our OxStake telegram
Official OxStake Website

